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				BELUGA fork tip
			
Increased work safety!
Very often, the fork tip is simply too sharp resulting in the risk of pricking the cargo. 
The solution: BELUGA fork tips with rounded edges and an increased impact surface of the fork tip upon contact with the load. This reduces damage of packaging and goods and increases safety of humans and environment. 
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				Considerable increase of safety at work
			



            
            
        
    

    
        
            
BELUGA fork tips have rounded edges and an increased impact surface upon contact with the load. This significantly reduces the risk of the fork tip puncturing the goods and causing the contents to escape (in the worst case: dangerous goods). A significant plus in terms of work safety!
Further advantace: There are no interfering edges, thus safe pulling out of the pallet.




        

    



    
        
            

				Fewer damages to the transported goods
			



            
            
        
    

    
        
            
The damage to your goods is reduced to a minimum and, depending on the severity of the impact and the packaging, may even be completely eliminated.




        

    



    
        
            

				Time and cost savings through higher working efficiency
			



            
            
        
    

    
        
            
BELUGA fork tips make your processes significantly more efficient due to quick and safe load handling.
 Further application: BELUGA allows a simple pushing of pallets. 
 At the same time, the time and costs involved in rectifying any transport damages are eliminated.




        

    



    
        
            

				Suitable for a wide range of fork solutions
			



            
            
        
    

    
        
            
BELUGA fork tips are available for a wide range of different fork solutions, i.e. ForkExtensions, FoldingForks, ForkCoatings and much more. 
 Also additional tip forms for your specific application can be offered on request. 
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              Here we have an interesting video for you. Please activate marketing cookies to watch it.
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				Please contact us for more information: 
			



Company
*

Firstname
*

Surname
*

Phone

E-mail
*

ZIP, City
*

Country

Message

Data protection declaration of consent*
By ticking the control box left you consent that the data provided by you are electronically collected and stored. Your data are strictly used for the purpose of processing your inquiry. You may revoke this consent at any time either electronically or in writing. In case of revocation your data shall be deleted immediately. For further information please refer to the data protection guidelines.


Captcha
*[image: Captcha image]

Please update the captcha if you cannot read the text.


Fields marked with * are mandatory fields and must be completed. All further data are voluntary.
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